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Real housewives of new jersey season 10 reunion
As much as I've enjoyed parts of The Real Housewives of Atlanta Season 8, I have to admit that it was pretty repetitive, with constant back-and-forth arguing between a few duos, including and especially Kenya and Kim. And on the Reunion Part One, it took a fight between Kenya Moore and Kim Fields to
see if Kim belongs on Real Housewives of Atlanta . Personally, I think that should be up to the producers (because Season 9 needs a shot in the arm), but the other cast members had their own strong opinions. Every single member of the cast said that they don't think she belonged in the group, and
came across as too judgmental, too haughty, and too confrontation-shy in order to fit in. Cynthia probably had the most generous response, when she said that Kim just seemed a little "uncomfortable" with the group like she didn't quite know what it was like to hang out with a group like this. And until the
drama exploded during this episode, I would have completely agreed.But Kim showed up to the reunion prepared to read, throw shade, and, if I may say so, with one hell of a beat (and I loved her 1950s Hollywood lounge pants!). As soon as Kenya started to come for her, she fired back. Of course, she
was still Kim, so nothing got beyond an epic eyeroll and a particularly indignant "Seriously?!" in response to some of Kenya's ridiculous comments. As Kandi said, it was fun to see Kim's "bossed up" moments.And the reunion's many clip packages were a great reminder of just how many times Kim Fields
and her kids cried over the course of the season. Her issues of childcare again, didn't really fit in with this group. Most of the ladies have older children, and Phaedra somehow manages to take her kindergartener and toddler everywhere with nary a peep. I have to admit, if Kim returns (and she ought to
based on this reunion performance), I hope she's more willing to hire a sitter every once in a while.Meanwhile, Kenya always plays the villain on the reunion specials, and she started with the very first question. Kenya immediately addressed those pregnancy rumors — by not addressing the pregnancy
rumors. No denial, but also no confirmation, and I think that means there's no baby cooking right now. However, that might mean some baby plans are cooking right now.But until then, Kenya is happy to continue spending her time on the show by making Kim Fields more entertaining. In an upcoming
reunion episode, there's even going to be a conflict between Kenya's boyfriend and Kim's husband.Image: Charles Sykes/Bravo; Giphy I feel like all is right in the world now that Real Housewives of New Jersey is back on TV. It has been way too long since Teresa Giudice and the rest of the ladies have
been in my life (via television obviously). I totally agree that the long hiatus was necessary since there is no way that the show would be good at all while Teresa was away in prison. But so much time has passed since Season 6 and and as Melissa Gorga said "things are changing in Jersey." So much
was revealed in the first episode. Us fans learned a lot from watching the Real Housewives of New Jersey Season 7 premiere.Melissa, Jacqueline Laurita, and Teresa (obviously) have had so many life changes since fans last saw them on TV, and we were also introduced to the two new Real
Housewives during the premiere, Dolores Cantania and Siggy Flicker. So, there was a lot of new info coming our way. Nevertheless, I still wanted more since the real good part, Teresa's return home, didn't happen until the very of the episode.Just in case you are still reeling from the emotions of the first
episode (I so get that) and you can't totally remember everything we found out, here is a helpful recap.1. Teresa & Melissa Hadn't Spoken In A YearEven though Teresa and Melissa are currently best friends, they did not bond through some sort of correspondence while Teresa was away. Melissa
revealed that they had not been in touch at all.2. Teresa Wrote Notes To Melissa & Jacqueline While She Was In PrisonEven though there was no back and forth conversation between Teresa and Melissa, Teresa's lawyer did send Melissa and Jacqueline photographs of brief handwritten notes that
Teresa wrote while she was in prison. And of course, Teresa mentioned bringing some sprinkle cookies to the Christmas Eve party that Melissa was having.3. Jacqueline Laurita Is Struggling With Financial ProblemsJacqueline revealed that her family is having financial problems and that they will be
moving to downsize. Her husband also shared that they sold jewelry and other possessions and that they were not giving each other Christmas gifts.4. Dolores Has Known Teresa, Jacqueline, Dina & Caroline For YearsWhy wasn't Dolores a Housewife sooner? She has known the original RHONJ cast
members for decades. The real shocking part is that she has remained friends with all of them even though they are not all on good terms with each other.5. Ashlee Moved Back Home With JacquelineJacqueline's daughter Ashlee is now a makeup artist who moved back home to save money. It also
seems like she and her mother are getting along a lot better than they did during the early years of the show. Thank God.6. Melissa Is Opening A Retail StoreMelissa revealed that she has a new desire to be a working woman and do more in her life aside from taking care of her family and star on the
show. She was working on starting her own clothing boutique during the premiere episode.7. Dolores Is SingleDolores recently got out of a relationship so I'm sure that this season will show her attempts to get back into the dating scene. Cue the awkward setups courtesy of her fellow cast members.8. Joe
Gorga Didn't Invest In Melissa's StoreJoe Gorga has always been his wife's biggest supporter, but he did not end up investing in her store since he felt like retail is not a reliable business option. (This is the same man who invested in Melissa's singing career, but whatever.) Melissa did end up hiring him
(with her own money) to help build the store, so now she's his boss on the project.9. Siggy Got A Face LiftWhat an entrance! Siggy joined the show with her face wrapped up in bandages and she sipped lobster bisque through a straw. It was amazing.10. Dolores Has Two KidsDolores has two kids who
are teenagers, so I'm curious to see if their lives will be shown a lot as a part of her story line this season.11. The Giudices Had The Best Reaction To Having Teresa BackJoe was more than relieved to have his wife back. The single parent life clearly didn't agree with him. He said he felt like he was
married to four women who were trying to boss him around all the time.It's only the beginning, but I definitely think that this season of RHONJ started off on the right note, and I'm pumped to see what happens next.Images: TheTribalGuyCouncil/Youtube (2); RealityTVGIFs/Tumblr (7); Giphy (2) Real
Housewives Of Beverly Hills Season 9 is about to come to a close, and with it, one of its longest-running cast members will be saying goodbye, too. Lisa Vanderpump skipped the RHOBH Season 9 reunion taping and then unceremoniously announced she was quitting the show, too. Ouch. All of the Real
Housewives Of Beverly Hills drama started this season because of one mangy mutt — Lucy Lucy Apple Juice, a dog that Dorit adopted from Vanderpump Dogs and then gave away instead of just giving it back to the shelter because it was incompatible with her family. That is what most breeders and
shelters would prefer you do, so they can re-home the dog, but alas, Dorit did not, for whatever reason. Afterwards, Lisa reportedly told Teddi, who does not get along with Dorit, this story before taping began, in order for the newcomer to stir up some drama for the show. Then there was a rumor that LVP
gave a story to a tabloid about it all so that she could stir the pot without being totally implicated — or so the women say. That's really the crux of the drama; Lisa has allegedly been doing this sort of nonsense for years on Real Housewives Of Beverly Hills, and the other women are just plain sick of
it.Rather than pay the piper or admit wrongdoing, Lisa doubled down and dissolved every friendship she had on the show — even Kyle Richards. Lisa stopped filming with the other Housewives, too, and, yes, that even counts in reference to the Season 9 reunion. Lisa didn't go to the reunion, per Bravo,
and she apparently has no hard feelings about it. “The objective of the reunion is to reunite, right? And I have no inclination to reunite with the women who’ve been harassing me for 10 months now,” Lisa told the Daily Mail. "So... no." When asked if she was at least going to regroup and head back for
Season 10, that was a pass, too. Lisa said that the rest of the cast hasn't given her a reason to want to film with them again, so she's out. She has Vanderpump Rules and a rumored Vanderpump Dogs spinoff to worry about, anyway.Are you sad? Some Bravo fans are sure to be crushed. Even Andy
Cohen is shedding a tear for Lisa's departure. “No one will ever replace her,” Andy said on his Radio Andy podcast, Andy Cohen Live. “I’ve got to tell you... When I saw Lisa Vanderpump on that casting tape, man, she was the one who really sold me on doing the show. I just wanted to see more of Lisa
and so did all of you. She is iconic and I am so glad that we will continue to see more of Lisa in all of her glory on Vanderpump Rules." Sad!Though rumors have swirled that Kathy Hilton, Kyle Richards' sister and the mother of Paris and Nicky, will be taking Lisa's place, per Us Weekly, Kathy took to her
own Instagram to jokingly shut down that news. For now, we'll all just have to deal with the fact that Lisa Vanderpump is gone from Real Housewives Of Beverly Hills. It could be a welcome change, if only to inject some life into a franchise that's seen better days. New stars, new drama. The Real
Housewife life is not for the faint of heart. It takes most women a season or two to warm up before they can truly thrive in the reality TV franchise. However, there are some Real Housewives who made a major impact during their rookie season. There are very few women who hit the ground running, but
they should be acknowledged and praised for what they've brought to the franchise.Of course, a lot of the Real Housewives shows had solid first seasons, but beyond the OG cast members who were all rookies together, there are some late additions who had to go it alone and absolutely killed it the
second they stepped in front of the reality TV cameras.These are the women who had no qualms standing up for themselves, blessed the fandom with meme-worthy quotes, stirred things up, and had the viewers talking from the moment they became Housewives.Being a Real Housewife is tough enough,
but it is especially difficult to excel as the "new girl." There are some women who were absolutely loved by the fandom and there are others who served as more polarizing characters, but they all managed to make a lasting impact during their first year in the game. These are the women who had the
biggest impact during their first season as cast members.1Dorinda MedleyWhy wasn't Dorinda Medley on Real Housewives of New York City until Season 7? Dorinda joined the show as a longtime friend of Luann de Lesseps, Ramona Singer, and even OG cast member Jill Zarin. Her name had to be in
the mix long before Season 7, right? Or it least it should have been. Dorinda was the perfect fit for the cast during her first season. Her presence was organic thanks to her preexisting relationships within the group. She was able to assimilate right away and she brought a lot to the table: a compelling
backstory as a mom and widow, the most hysterical one-liners, and a sincerity that's tough to find on reality TV.2Margaret JosephsMargaret Josephs only has one Real Housewives of New Jersey season under her belt, but she is already a highly revered cast member. She got everyone's attention with
those pigtails and stole hearts with her unapologetic realness. Right from the jump, she was open about her divorce, her sex life, and anything else she was asked about. On top of that, she brought her extremely endearing mother, Marge Sr., to the show to serve as some much-needed comedic relief to
Season 8.3Erika Jayne/Erika GirardiReal Housewives of Beverly Hills viewers were blessed with two Housewives for the price of one when Erika Girardi and her alter ego Erika Jayne joined the show. Mrs. Girardi is a strong, class act who always knows what to say. Her pop star alter ego, Erika Jayne,
brings the shock and awe with her outrageous outfits, penchant to wear catsuits, and her love for the "c word." Erika also managed to stay pretty neutral during her first season, which, of course, made her an instant favorite.4Sonja MorganSonja Morgan didn't become a New York Housewife until Season
3, but she brought some fun and mystery to the show. Sonja was hard to figure out and that made her even more intriguing. She had so many businesses "in the works" from a toaster oven line to her entertainment aspirations. Beyond that, Sonja referred to herself as "the straw that stirs the drink" and
that couldn't be more accurate. Sonja is always the life of the party and RHONY is much more enjoyable thanks to her presence.5Brandi GlanvilleBrandi Glanville was actually a Friend of the Housewives on Season 2 of Real Housewives of Beverly Hills, but she still made a major impact. Glanville showed
up on crutches (that Kyle and Kim Richards later hid from her) and caught the cast off guard with her constant cursing and extreme honesty no matter what. Brandi fought with the Richards sisters at game night, a confrontation that was discussed in almost every episode that season. Toward the end of
Season 2, she became closer with Lisa Vanderpump. Lisa opened up her restaurant SUR, and viewers met Scheana Marie, who said she dated Brandi's ex-husband Eddie Cibrian while they were still married. This story line was the perfect springboard for Lisa's show Vanderpump Rules. So, while she's
not exactly the most beloved housewife, the Bravo fandom has Brandi to thank for many great seasons of RHOBH and for Vanderpump Rules.6Melissa GorgaDuring the Real Housewives of New Jersey Season 2 reunion, Danielle Staub brought up Teresa Giudice's strained relationship with her sister-inlaw Melissa Gorga. This enraged Teresa, so of course Melissa was brought on for the next season. Season 3 started out with a brawl at Melissa's son's baptism and centered around the sisters-in-law feuding. Melissa gave Teresa a run for her money as the center of attention. They competed over every
little thing possible from copycat accusations to outfits to chairs on the porch. The rivalry was beyond entertaining up until Season 7 when they finally became friends.7Kenya MooreTo put it mildly, Kenya Moore was a very polarizing presence when she joined Real Housewives of Atlanta in Season 5.
During her very first episode, Kenya offended Cynthia Bailey and many aspiring models with her critiques during a casting for The Bailey Agency. She took issue with anyone who referred to her as Miss America instead of Miss USA. She flirted with Phaedra Parks' then-husband Apollo Nida. She fought
with every single cast member that season and she even created two catchphrases that she still uses today: "Gone with the wind fabulous" and "twirl." Kenya didn't make a ton of friends during her first season, but she truly did make a mark on the series.9Dorit KemsleyDorit Kemsley came onto Real
Housewives of Beverly Hills during Season 7 as a friend of Lisa Vanderpump's, but she did not take on the sidekick role. She came out swinging right away. Dorit got into a season-long feud with Erika, the fan favorite from the season before, after Erika didn't wear panties to a group event. Aside from her
tension with Erika, Dorit got people talking thanks to her constantly changing accent and hairstyles. She even brought on roommate Boy George and PK Kemsley, her super involved husband who has not been well-received for getting caught up in cast drama. And now one season later, it feels like it's
Dorit's world and we are all just living in it.10Shannon BeadorShannon Beador brought a lot to the table when she became a Housewife on Real Housewives of Orange County during Season 9. Shannon struggled in her marriage with now-ex David Beador, feuded with Heather Dubrow, and argued with
Tamra Judge during her first year on the show. Shannon also built up a quirky persona with her love for alternative medicine, lemons in a bowl, and vodka with extra limes. Not everyone has what it takes to make it as a Real Housewife, but very few people can make a significant impact during their first
season. It takes a lot of charisma, controversy, and catchphrases to truly excel as a rookie Housewife and these women did just that.
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